
MATCH GREAT GOOD OK POOR WRONG

Pet- Kids Under 5

Pet- Kids Under 10

Pet- Kids Over 10

Retired- Active

Retired- Less Active

Facility- Beginner

Facility- Experienced

Therapy- Beginner

Therapy- Experienced

Service- Beginner

Service- Experienced

DISCLAIMER: ABOUT TEMPERAMENT EVALUATIONS

PLACEMENT COMPATIBILITY

Please be advised that the temperament evaluation scores provided by Big House K9 are

intended to serve as informative tools offering insights into the personality traits of the

assessed puppies. These evaluations reflect their temperament up to the point of assessment. 

However, it is imperative that you collaborate closely with Daneesha & Brandon, our experienced

professionals, for personalized guidance when selecting a puppy.

It is important to acknowledge that while these evaluations provide valuable information, a

single aptitude test cannot comprehensively encompass all the variables that contribute to a

dog's temperament. Factors such as environment, socialization, and training can significantly

influence a dog's behavior over time.

Nevertheless, this report aims to equip you with a substantial understanding of the temperament

traits exhibited by each puppy and how they may align with your individual requirements and

lifestyle.

Our ultimate goal at Big House K9 is to ensure that every dog finds a suitable placement where

they can thrive and forge a meaningful and harmonious connection with their new family. We are

committed to empowering you to make informed decisions about your puppy selection.

Additionally, we strongly emphasize the importance of initiating training for your puppy

immediately upon bringing them home. Proactive training not only helps prevent behavior issues

but also strengthens the bond between you and your new companion. Please do not wait until

you encounter a problem before starting training.

TEMPERAMENT EVALUATION SCORECARD
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PUPPY PROFILE

BREED:  PENELOPE
LITTER:  PEPE LE PEW & PENELOPE
DATE OF BIRTH:  12/25/2024
SEX: FEMALE 
COLLAR COLOR: HOT PINK
MICROCHIP:  

PENELOPE

1.



TRAIT DEFINITION LOW LOW-MED MED MED-HIGH HIGH

HUMAN

ASSERTIVENESS

The degree to which a puppy is

bold and self-assured with

familiar and unfamiliar people.

WORKABILTY

The degree to which the puppy

shows an interest in working with

and/or understanding tester. 

COURAGE
Mental strength to persevere

despite fear or difficulty.

ENERGY LEVEL
Capacity and need for vigorous

physical and mental activity.

ENVIRONMENTAL

FOCUS

The need to concentrate attention

or energy on surroundings.

TOUCH TOLERANCE

Level of physical

contact/handling that is

accepted/tolerated without

becoming anxious, uncomfortable

or exhibit signs of fear.

SELF-CONFIDENCE
Assurance; confidence in its own

judgment, power and abilities.

STRESS TYPE
Responds to stress with increased

or decreased activity.

OVERHEAD

AWARENESS

Puppy’s inherent awareness of

objects located above its head.

PATIENCE

The extent to which the puppy

calmly waits with tester during

periods of inactivity or when

tester is occupied elsewhere.

RESILIENCE
Ability to recover from or adjust

easily to change or stress.

SIGHT SENSITIVITY

Degree of puppy’s reaction to the

introduction of a unusual visual

object.

SOUND

SENSITIVITY

Degree of puppy’s reaction to a

loud, unexpected noise.

STABILITY

The consistency and

appropriateness of a puppy’s

behaviors while under stress
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TRAIT DEFINITION LOW LOW-MED MED MED-HIGH HIGH

NERVE STRENGTH

Amount of mental or emotional

strain or tension exhibited

during the test.

EYE CONTACT
The natural tendency to look

people in the eye.

FOLLOWING
The natural tendency to move

with and close to a human’s legs.

OBJECT FOCUS
The need to concentrate

attention or energy on objects.

HUMAN FOCUS

Amount of intensity and desire

for a connection with people;

sociability.

NOSE AWARENESS
The need to concentrate

attention or energy on scents 

ACTIVITY FOCUS

Ability and need to concentrate

attention or energy on one or

more activities.

AFFECTION DRIVE

Natural inclination or desire to

seek and give affectionate

interactions with humans and

sometimes other animals.

FOOD DRIVE
Level of need and intensity to

get food.

TOY DRIVE

 The natural inclination or

desire to play with toys,

particularly small toys that can

be easily manipulated or

carried around in the mouth.

PREY/PLAY DRIVE

Level of need and intensity to

engage with another in games,

such as chase and/or tug-of-

war.

RETRIEVING DRIVE

Level of need and intensity to

chase, grab, hold and return an

item to a person.

SWITCHING DRIVES

Ability to stop pursuing one

desire for another, when

presented.
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TRAIT DEFINITION SUBMISSIVE NEUTRAL ASSERTIVE

DOG FRIENDLINESS

Dog’s behavior and disposition

when interacting with other

dogs.

TRAIT DEFINITION NOT MODERATE HIGHLY EXTREMELY

TENDERHEARTEDNESS

The measure of the puppy's

empathy and awareness of

human emotions. 

FORGIVENESS

Reaction to unwarranted

adverse behavior or negative

emotion from a person.

HANDSHYNESS

Puppy’s reaction to a standing

person reaching over its head

to pet it.

RANKING DESIRES FOOD TOY/PLAY AFFECTION

STRONGEST DESIRE(S)

SECOND STRONGEST DESIRE(S)

WEAKEST DESIRE(S)

TRAIT DEFINITION NOT MODERATE EXTREMELY

DOG FOCUS

The need to concentrate

attention or energy on visible

dogs

TRAIT DEFINITION

PROBLEM SOLVING
Manner in which puppy approaches solving difficult

problems.

NOISY

QUIET

THOUGHTFUL

RECKLESS

ENGAGED

DISINTERESTED

FOCUSED

DISTRACTED

FRUSTRATED

CALM

FRENZIED

PERSISTENT

QUITS

STRESSED

THINKS BEFORE ACTING

ACTS BEFORE THINKING

REQUIRES ASSISTANCE
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